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Magicool Pro Slim Profile
2X120mm Radiator - Black

Special Price

$32.21 was
$42.95

Product Images

Short Description
The Magicool Radiator is essentially a Black Ice Pro radiator with the size width of 120mm cooling fans. There are no extra
channels or metal past the 120mm fan frame so this makes for a great radiator for cases where space is a premium. The Magicool
rad uses a full copper-ﬁnned core with a high-density louvered copper ﬁn conﬁguration, ﬂat tubes for maximum coolant-core heat
conductivity, built-in mounting brackets and plenum chamber with taptight screwholes for outstanding cooling performance that
ﬁts perfectly inside your PC.

Description
The Magicool Radiator is essentially a Black Ice Pro radiator with the size width of 120mm cooling fans. There are no extra
channels or metal past the 120mm fan frame so this makes for a great radiator for cases where space is a premium. The Magicool
rad uses a full copper-ﬁnned core with a high-density louvered copper ﬁn conﬁguration, ﬂat tubes for maximum coolant-core heat
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conductivity, built-in mounting brackets and plenum chamber with taptight screwholes for outstanding cooling performance that
ﬁts perfectly inside your PC.
Now with customizable ﬁttings for 3/8" ID and 1/2" ID!

Specifications
Material: copper lamellae, pre-chambers of brass
2-pass Radiator speciﬁcally developed for PC watercooling
Now with improved internal pressure drop for increased cooling eﬃciency.
Dimensions: (L x W x H): 273.5 x 120 x 30mm
Connections: G1/4"
Weight: approx. 900g
Mounting options: 8x M3 thread at the top (for 2x 120mm fan), 8xM3 thread at the bottom (for 2x120mm fan)
Pressure tested: 8b
Connection: 2x threads G 1/4 inch
Warranty: 2 years on tightness and processing

Additional Information
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Brand

Magicool

SKU

LC-RADI240

Weight

3.0000

Color

Black

Radiator Size

240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Thickness

30mm

Vendor SKU/EAN

4260242980126

Special Price

$32.21
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